Wind energy has an increasing influence on the energy supply in many countries, but in contrast to conventional power plants it is a fluctuating energy source. For its integration in the electricity supply structure it is necessary to predict the wind power hours or days ahead. There are models based on physical, statistical or artificial intelligence approaches for the prediction of wind power.
INTRODUCTION
Wind power utilization for electricity generation will play an important role in the electricity supply in many countries in the future. In Germany it currently accounts for about 6% of the electricity supply. Its share is planned to increase to about 15% by 2020.
Transmission system operators (TSO) have to balance the electricity production, so that the electricity production at any time matches the consumption or the load. Wind energy is a fluctuating and non-stationary power source, so that a certain amount of reserve power is needed for compensating these fluctuations. But this reserve power lowers the environmental advantage gained by using wind energy and raises the costs of conventional power production, due to the sub-optimal fuel consumption of conventional power plants using as reserve. In a study it is shown, that the using of wind power predictions lowers the costs for the integration of wind power in the electricity supply system and decreases the emissions of greenhouse gases significantly [1] .
There are mainly two different approaches used for wind power prediction. One employs physical models of wind farms to determine the relationship between weather data from a numerical weather prediction model and the power output of the wind farm [2] , [3] , [4] . The physical approach yields the wind speeds in hub height of each wind turbine in the wind farm. The total power output of the wind farm is then calculated by using the power curves of the wind turbines. The other is the mathematical modelling approach in which statistical or artificial intelligence methods for example neural networks are used to find the relationship between weather prediction data and power output from historical data sets [5] , [6] , [7] . In this approach the influence of the orography, surface roughness and losses due to turbulence on the power output of the wind farm are empirical estimated with the advantage that also hidden physical parameters are included in the modeling.
In the last years there was strong research effort on the improvement of wind power predictions using meteorological forecast data from numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems. In the European project ANEMOS several prediction models were applied and compared for the prediction of selected wind farms located in areas with different characteristics [8] . Improvements of wind power predictions are obtained by the application of different NWP systems or mesoscale-and computational fluid dynamic models with higher grid resolutions in the area of the wind farms [9] , [10] . In other recent studies strong improvements up to about 20% are obtained by using the data of different NWP models or ensemble models as input data for the wind power prediction models [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
For the short-term prediction with prediction horizons of some hours ahead (1-6h) the persistence, i.e. the simple prediction assumption that the current power output of the wind farm will be unchanged in the next hours, is a popular benchmark test. So in general the improvement of the prediction models compared to the persistence are specified.
In the most prediction models only local data are used, i.e. weather prediction data and measured power data for the location of the wind farm in question. Due to the space-time development of weather fronts over an extended area there are dependencies between weather and power data of different locations of wind farms. This can be interpreted as an information flux from several points of the NWP and several wind farm locations to the power data of a considered wind farm. Alexiadis [16] built an approach for short-term predictions with prediction horizons up to two hours ahead with a neural network model for certain wind situations. This approach uses additional wind speed data as input from two other locations with long distances apart to the considered wind farm location. For a single wind farm in Greek they got about 20% improvement of the prediction quality compared to the persistence error for one hour ahead. Taking only local wind speed data from the wind farm they got only about 6% improvement. But the considered wind farm is located in an area with only one prevailing wind direction of strong local winds. These special conditions are not directly comparable to the general situation of e.g. middle European countries of the northern hemisphere with strong winds from different directions. In a similar study about wind speed prediction Larson and Westrick [17] showed recently that the short-term forecast of the wind speed with prediction horizons of some hours for one location can be improved by using wind data from two other observation locations.
In this study we show a method to use this additional space-time information of a spread area to improve the wind power prediction. We use a prediction method based on nearest neighbour search (NNS) and select the input variables from weather and power data of different locations in the spread area. Taking all data from all locations as input variables leads to known disadvantages like the curse of dimensionality and a bad prediction performance by using irrelevant input variables for the NNS [18] , [19] . So a method for selecting relevant variables and eliminating of irrelevant variables or features is required. There are many approaches in the area of feature selection, which can be used for prediction modeling [20] . Here an embedded method is studied for selecting the relevant input variables using particle swarm optimization (PSO) [21] .
In Germany a neural network model is used operationally by TSO [12] . For the day-ahead prediction meteorological forecast data from the NWP system of the German weather service are used as input to the artificial neural networks (ANN). The simultaneous data of measured power output of wind farms are used to train the ANN, which are then able to calculate the power output from weather prediction data. Data from about 100 representative wind farms in Germany are available for this.
The introduced prediction method is evaluated on a test data set and compared to the results of the ANN based prediction model. The ANN gets local input data from the wind farm. For a better comparison of the performance of the variable selection algorithm with the ANN performance we train a second ANN getting the same variables as input data as the NNS.
We present in chapter 2 a brief description of the ANN model and a description of the NNS based approach using particle swarm optimization for variable selection. In chapter 3 we present the error measures for the evaluation of the models, in chapter 4 the results of example calculations with a discussion and at the end a summary.
PREDICTION METHODS 2.1 Artificial Neural Network
The artificial neural network consists of nonlinear functions, which are combined by a series of linear filters with weights [22] . In this study we use a neural network with three hidden layers and train the ANN by gradient descent with the back propagation algorithm. It minimizes the least square error E between the measured power n P and the predicted power n P at time step n over a training data set with N data points:
where rated P is the rated power of the wind farm. The scaling of the error by the rated power is the standard scaling for wind power predictions [23] . For the training of the ANN we use historical NWP data and historical measured power data for the same discrete time steps of the NWP data. As input variables of the ANN for the time t and the prediction horizon t we use the NWP data for the location of the wind farm, namely 6 
Nearest Neighbour Search
This prediction method for the power output of single wind farms uses NNS. To build an input structure for NNS we construct time delay vectors from weather and measured power data. In detail, we construct from numerical weather prediction data and measured power data for every time t a time delay vector of several locations in a spread area, i.e. we take the wind speeds ) (t ws i , the wind directions ) (t wd i and the measured power ) (t p i of different locations i and build a common time delay vector ) (t S r as a phase space reconstruction [22] of the weather and power data.
In this representation scheme of the input variables we can describe possible selections of the input variables by the construction parameters of the phase space reconstruction, i.e.:
• The embedding dimensions as the number of data points of each weather and power variable related to each location.
• The time shift as the difference between the actual time t and the time related to the weather and power variables.
•
The time delay as the time difference between the data points of the weather and power variables.
So the possible selection of the input variables is transformed to the selection of time delay vectors with certain construction parameters inside the vector space of all possible time delay vectors. For the i-th location we have the following representation scheme ) (t S i r : 
From historical NWP data and historical measured power data we build for every hour the same time delay vectors as for the actual data. So it is possible to calculate the distance between an actual time delay vector and all historical time delay vectors.
Due to a non-linear relationship between wind speed and the power output of the wind farms we use in ) (t S r also the quadratic and the cubic values of the wind speeds given for two different heights, namely for 10 and 100m above sea level. And to get periodic functions of the degree values of the wind directions with a step size of 45° we use the sine and cosine parameterization of the wind direction. All wind speed and power values are scaled to values between 0 and 1. For the estimation of distances of the NNS the Euclidean distance [24] is used:
In our case D is the dimension of the state vector ) (t S r and the i u , i v are its coordinates. Here the k-nearest neighbour search is used, which provides a certain number k of nearest neighbours [25] . For the wind power prediction of a considered wind farm we use the power data of this wind farm corresponding to the k nearest neighbours to the actual state ) (t S r . These k power values and the power value of the actual time are the input of our prediction model, which is a linear combination of the nearest neighbours weighted by their distance d and the actual power value: 
where k d is the distance of the neighbour with the largest distance. σ is a weighting factor between 0 and 1, so that we use a weighted combination of the nearest neighbour based model and the persistence approach. 
Selection of the Input Variables

Particle Swarm Optimization
To select the input variables we use particle swarm optimization (PSO). The PSO algorithm is a population-based non-linear optimization algorithm and the population is called swarm and each individual is called a particle and each particle has a position defined by coordinates in a certain search space. Each position of a particle yields a certain personal fitness value according to the optimization criteria. Each particle has also a velocity, which is used to change the coordinates at each iteration step of the optimization algorithm.
In our optimization problem the position of a particle corresponds to a certain selection of the input variables and the fitness values of the PSO is the prediction error of the NNS. At the beginning of the optimization the positions and velocities are initialized by assigning random values. At each optimization iteration j the velocities Additionally to this standard PSO a random change of the coordinates in each iteration step is introduced to avoid in a better way suboptimal local minima in the search space. For the changes of the coordinates corresponding to the coordinate classes of the embedding dimensions, the time delays and the time shifts an additional random change
is introduced in 5 percent of the cases of coordinates changes in each coordinate class. For the coordinate corresponding to the number of the nearest neighbours k and for the coordinate corresponding to the weighting factor σ we use in 10 percent of the cases 
ERROR MEASURES
For the evaluation of the performance of our prediction methods we use standard error measures [23] and we present the results scaled by the rated power rated Beside the model outputs of the single models ANN and NNS we use also the mean model output of both models as prediction values.
RESULTS FOR SINGLE WIND FARMS AND DISCUSSION
First prediction calculations for single wind farms were done with power output measurements of wind farms in the German E.ON control zone and NWP prediction data from the German weather service. Table 1 shows the number of test data points for each wind farm (WF), which vary due to the different amount of available data points.
In the next figures we show the error measures as defined in chapter 3.
From figures 1, 2 and 3 it can be seen that the NNS-model provides smaller prediction errors than the ANN-model, but for two wind farms (4 and 7) the RMSE-values of the NNS are only slightly better than those of the ANN. One can also see that it is possible to reduce the RMSE additionally by using the mean value of both models for the power prediction. Regarding the RMSE-values, we can see that the prediction error of the mean model output M(ANN,NNS) from ANN and NNS is in general smaller than the mean of the RMSE-values of both individual models. Only for wind farm 9 it would be a disadvantage to use the mean model output, because for this wind farm the prediction performance of ANN and NNS has the largest difference. In figure 4 the comparison between the ANN and ANNpso is presented. One can see that nearly for all wind farms the RMSEvalues of ANNpso are higher than those of ANN. So the input variables selected by the PSO for the NNS should not be used for the ANN. And we can conclude that the performance of the selection of the input variables by the PSO depends on the underlying prediction model, which is in our case the NNS. In table 2 we show the mean improvement over all 10 considered wind farms. As one can see the highest improvement can be obtained by using the mean model output of ANN and NNS, which is more than two times higher than the improvement of the ANN-model. The improvement of the NNS-model alone is only slightly worse for the most wind farms than this mean model output, due to the fact that the performance of the NNS-model is much better for the most wind farms than that one of the ANNmodel. 
SUMMARY
To summarize, we presented a new method for short-term wind power prediction based on particle swarm optimization and nearest neighbour search. The particle swarm optimization is used for variable selection of weather and measured power data of several locations in a spread area for the nearest neighbour search. We calculated with this approach wind power predictions for 10 wind farms in Germany and compared the results with an operationally used prediction method based on neural networks.
We can conclude, that the wind power prediction error can be reduced by using the presented variable selection method. In comparison to the neural network model we get for some wind farms a strong reduction of the prediction error. The mean improvement of the prediction error in comparison to the persistence of the nearest neighbour search is 13.2%, while that one of the neural network is only 6.7%. An additional reduction of the prediction error, at least for the RMSE-values, is possible by using the mean model output of both presented models, i.e. of the neural network and the nearest neighbor search. We get then an improvement of 14.5%. Using the selected variables also as input data for the neural network yields to higher RMSE-values in comparison to those obtained with a neural network with manual selected local input data of the considered wind farm. The performance of the selection of input variables depends on the prediction model incorporated in the optimization algorithm.
In future work we want to use the particle swarm optimization for selecting the input variables with the neural network as the underlying prediction model. As additional input for the prediction models we want to use measured wind speed and wind direction data.
